some grounds on
2.12± acres.
“This is an
extremely sophisticated place with
an emphasis on
culture and the
arts,” stressed Ms.
with five bedrooms, six fireplaces and
with eight bedrooms, seven fireplaces
Klemm. “Many
views on 6.27± acres
and handsome grounds on 2.12± acres
famous people call
Litchfield County
home.”
NY
restaurateur,
Danny
Meyer,
artist, Jasper
“It’s a wonderful place for adults to unwind and a
Johns,
as
well
as
actors,
Meryl
Streep
and
Dustin
healthy place for children to grow up,” asserted coHoffman,
have
all
dropped
anchor
here
as
countless
Founder and owner of Klemm Real Estate, Carolyn
successful
politicians
and
fashion
designers.
Klemm. “Many people come here for the schools and
Since the beginning of 2012, Klemm Real Estate
keep a small apartment in New York. We are seeing a
has
brokered the ten highest sales in Litchfield and
lot of families looking for compounds for grandparNew
Haven Counties in Connecticut, and Columbia
ents, parents and young adults. This seems to be a
and
Dutchess
Counties in New York. “Each propergrowing trend.”
ty’s
asking
price
was over a million, with the highest
Buyers looking to spend under $1m may be temptin
Roxbury
with
an asking price of $3.495 million,”
ed by a “three bedroom Contemporary (pictured top
added
Ms.
Klemm.
“These sales are indicative of the
left and listed at $849,000) with pool and views on
attractiveness
of
the
area and surrounding counties.”
2.39± acres” on a quiet country road in Washington.
Klemm
Real
Estate
has a strong emphasis on
For over $1m, a “1930’s Classic Colonial with five
customer
service,
with
a very personal hands-on
bedrooms (pictured top center), six fireplaces and
approach
with
buyers
and
sellers so that their clients
views on 6.27± acres,” located in Bridgewater and
feel
special
and
important.
“The Klemm agents have
listed at $1,295,000, will surely bewitch prospecbeen hand picked over the years and are truly the
tive buyers. For buyers able to spend over $2m, “this
best of the best,” explained Ms. Klemm. “We are a
Historic in-town colonial in Litchfield (pictured top
very social family and truly adore our clients and try
right) is one of the best buys in the area at this time”
listed at $2,200,000. It’s been completely remodeled to involve them in many exciting social activities to
give them a sense of belonging.”
and has eight bedrooms, seven fireplaces and hand-

1930’s Classic Colonial

Three bedroom Contemporary
with pool and views on 2.39± acres

Photos provided by Klemm Real Estate

Litchfield County,
Klemm Real Estate

T

he rolling countryside and charming
villages of Litchfield County offer a
seductive alternative to the hubbub
of the city. At just one and a half hours from
New York City, and two and a half hours
from Boston, many individuals flock here
for the access to hiking, skiing, water sports,
farms and wonderful country shops and
restaurants.
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Historic in-town colonial
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